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We're closing the year off on a bang with last minute collectables, classic films and New Studio
Releases from a wide selection of Studios and Independents.
 
The big news is, of course, Warner Archive bringing the top blockbusters of the year out on 3D BD
Combo Paks and we're thrilled to announce the addition of "Geostorm" starring Gerald Butler. Our
partners at Cinedigm have brought the highly requested classic television series, "Wagon Train"
and"Laramie" to DVD for the classic collectors. Hallmark continues to fill our retailers stockings
with their best selling DVD Christmas titles and we have more on the way!
 
Please join us in welcoming Liz Manashil of ThisisMyProof Films and her first release, "Bread and
Butter", exclusively from Allied Vaughn.
 
Successful retailing to you all and a safe, warm holiday, 
Richard Skillman
Vice President
Allied Vaughn
avmodnews@alliedvaughn.com
http://www.alliedvaughn.com
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"Geostorm" Joins Warner Archive 3DBD
Blockbusters



   
1/23/2018    888574587246    Geostorm [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo Pack]  2017  
 What if, in the wake of more than a decade of devastating weather events, we finally found
a way to control Mother Nature and the destruction her tirades entail? When catastrophic
climate change endangers Earth's very survival, world governments unite and create Project
Dutch Boy: a global net of satellites surrounding the planet that are armed with geo-
engineering technologies designed to stave off the natural disasters. After successfully
protecting the planet for two years, something is starting to go wrong. Two estranged
brothers (Gerard Butler, Jim Sturgess) are tasked with solving the program's malfunction
before a worldwide geostorm can engulf the planet.

1/16/2018    888574587239    Blade Runner 2049 [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo Pack]    
2017    Thirty years after the events of the first film, a new blade runner, LAPD Officer K
(Ryan Gosling), unearths a long buried secret that has the potential to plunge what's left of
society into chaos. K's discovery leads him on a quest to find Rick Deckard (Harrison Ford), a
former LAPD blade runner who has been missing for 30 years.

12/19/2017    888574551483    The LEGO Ninjago Movie [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo
Pack]    2017    A fierce but undisciplined team of modern-day ninjas must learn to check their
egos and pull together to unleash their true power and defeat the evil warlord Garmadon.

TBD   888574594534    Justice League [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo Pack]      2017  
 Fueled by his restored faith in humanity and inspired by Superman's selfless act, Bruce
Wayne enlists the help of his newfound ally, Diana Prince, to face an even greater enemy.
Together, Batman and Wonder Woman work quickly to find and recruit a team of
metahumans to stand against this newly awakened threat. But despite the formation of this
unprecedented league of heroes-Batman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, Cyborg and The
Flash-it may already be too late to save the planet from an assault of catastrophic
proportions

It's Never Too Late for Hallmark Christmas Stories!



   

12/12/17           767685153819  Love By Chance          DVD 5  2016     "Claire, an ambitious pastry chef, is
busy running her new restaurant, but her meddling mom is preoccupied with her lack of love life.
Without her knowledge, Claire's mother finds her the perfect man, but when Claire finds out it
wasn't fate that brought them together, it could ruin the relationship. Starring Beau Garrett and
Benjamin Ayres."
 
12/12/17           767685157176  Christmas With Tucker           2013    In the months following his father's
death, a teenage boy forms a special bond with a neighbor's dog and learns to be a man by helping
his grandparents and farmland community through a series of winter storms. However, the
upcoming Christmas promises to be one to remember, as the young boy learns first-hand the
importance of responsibility, the faithfulness of friends and the power of love.
 
12/12/17           767685157169  Angels and Ornaments            2014     Corrine's holiday season gets an
unexpected dose of romance when she meets the mysterious Harold, who is on a deadline from a
higher power to help Corrine find her true love by Christmas Eve. As the clock ticks down to
Harold's deadline, Corrine must decide if she will open up to Christmas love.

...and Coming in January!

01/30/18           767685156582  A Dash of Love  2017   "An aspiring chef lands a dream job at her idol's
restaurant, but when she and another chef are both fired from there, they decide to open their
own eatery. Starring Jen Lilley, Brendan Penny.

Television Classics Now Available on DVD from
Cinedigm



   
 
  12/12/2017        767685155769  They Call It Myanmar  DVD-5 2012     Shot clandestinely over a
two year period, this film provides a rare look into the second most isolated country on the
planet held in a stasis by a brutal military regime for almost a half century.      
 
12/12/2017        767685155455  El Hotel De Los Secretos: Primera Temporada 2016  The story of
a hotel which has a convergence of secrets from all the different characters. Everyone has a
story but all the stories are fundamentally one.   Televisa  Stars Irene Azuela, Erick Elias,
Diana Bracho
 
12/12/2017        826663178975  Wagon Train: Season Three    DVD-9  2017     Continuing in their
great tradition of classic TV westerns, NBC Universal and Timeless Media Group now bring
you the complete, uncut "Wagon Train: The Complete Third Season", one of the most
enduring and sought after westerns of all time. Direct from the vaults at Universal, these 37
episodes have been re-mastered and presented on 10 dual layered DVDs. "Wagon Train"
debuted on Wednesday, September 18, 1957 on the NBC Television Network. The ensemble
acting, wonderful scripts and great western scenery soon made "Wagon Train" a fixture in
homes on Wednesday nights, as millions of Americans of all ages tuned in to NBC for great
family entertainment. Each well crafted episode focused on a personal story of courage and
perseverance of not just the main cast, but of the westward-bound emigrants as they made
the perilous journey by Contestoga wagon from the banks of the Mississippi to California's
Pacific shores, in the face of great odds. Their heart-warming (and sometimes
heartbreaking) sagas tell the tale of how the American West was truly won, by hard-working
and determined people driven by the promise of freedom and prosperity, and by those who
saw them through the hardest of landscapes to the golden land that beckoned them. This 10
DVD collector's edition of "Wagon Train: The Complete Third Season", including all 37 great
episodes, is sure to please both fans of the original broadcast, and newcomers who are
seeing it for the first time. As Major Adams says as he leads his charges westward and they
roll their Conestoga wagons out onto the prairie, "Wagons, HO!".     Stars Ward Bond, Robert
Horton, Frank McGrath, Terry Wilson
 
12/12/2017        826663179002  Laramie: Season One  DVD-9 2017     Laramie, considered by
many to be one of the best family westerns of all time, debuted on NBC on September 15th,
1959. Long sought after by collectors and fans, TMG and NBC are proud to present the
complete, authorized Season One of this great television series. Starring John Smith
(Cimarron City) as Slim Sherman and Robert Fuller (Wagon Train, Emergency) as Jess Harper,



the fine cast also included songwriting great Hoagy Carmichael (Stardust, Ole Buttermilk
Sky) as Jonesy and Robert Crawford, Jr. as Andy Sherman. Each weekly episode brought
Hollywood guest stars to the show, including Eddie Albert and Nanette Fabray (Glory Road),
James Coburn (The Iron Captain), Gena Rowlands (The Run to Tucumvaca), Brian Keith (The
General Must Die), Charles Bronson and Richard Farnsworth (Street of Hate), and Ben
Johnson (The Hour After Dawn). 31 Exciting Episodes! Stars John Smith, Robert Fuller

2/20/2018         767685157275  The Christmas Pageant   DVD-5   2011     When big-shot]  
Broadway director Vera Parks (Melissa Gilbert, Little House on the Prairie) gets fired from
yet another job, she must subject herself to directing a small-town Christmas pageant. But
culture-shocked Vera is stunned by the production's simplicity and tries to back out of the
deal. She is again outraged when she learns her ex-fiancé Jack (Robert Mailhouse, Sports
Night) had the audacity to recommend her for the job. Still, there's just something - or
someone - that won't allow Vera to leave. Enchanted by the charms of community, Vera
comes to discover a new love in her work and an old love in Jack. Will the diva director drop
her defenses long enough to let love in? Melissa Gilbert; Robert Mailhouse; Candice Azzara;
Edward Herrmann; Lennon Wynn; Alex Hyde-White; Kate Flannery; Jennifer Hall

HBO Releases DeeDee Blanchard Bio

12/12/2017        888574558680  Mommy Dead and Dearest      DVD-5  2017     In this
documentary, the murder of Deedee Blanchard by her daughter Gypsey Rose is explored, as



well as the circumstances leading up to the event.

"Bread and Butter" Streets With Allied Vaughn
Please welcome Liz Manashil of ThisIsMyProof Films to Allied Vaughn! Bread and Butter is
the debut feature of Liz Manashil. The film was given rave reviews by press
including HelloGiggles, Bustle, and Hammer and Nail. Before filmmaking, Liz worked as an
on camera film critic for several years with Hulu/PBS series Just Seen It. She currently travels
around the country and works with filmmakers on their distribution and marketing
strategies through her job at Sundance Institute. Her films have played and won awards at
festivals across the country and she regularly is a guest on filmmaking podcasts. She's a
major contributor in the conversations about Women in Film and Creative Distribution. She's
shooting her second feature in April 2018, entitled Speed Of Life.  



  
12/12/2017        810162031473  Bread and Butter 2015 30-year-old Amelia (Christine
Weatherup) is looking for her first boyfriend... With the help of her boss (Eric Lange), her
best friend (Lauren Lapkus) and her parents, she eventually finds herself navigating a love
triangle between a mysterious stranger (Micah Hauptman) and an eccentric client at her
workplace (Bobby Moynihan). The perfect date movie, Bread and Butter entertains
audiences with both the awkward and charming moments of young love. Stars Bobby
Moynihan, Lauren Lapkus, Christine Weatherup, Eric Lange, Harry Groener, Micah Hauptman,
Dawn Didawick, Sean Wright  Liz Manashil    

Random Media New Releases



  
11/28/17           810162030698  My Brother's Shoes     2017     Family is everything - but just how
far will these two brothers go? Dallas is a successful executive with a beautiful wife and a
lovely home. He has dreams of having a family and leading a safe conservative life. Austin is
his younger gay brother who is always in trouble financially and romantically. He has big
dreams of winning first place in the local drag contest and using the money to start a new
life. Each brother thinks the other "has it so good." By a strange twist of fate, they switch
places. The world around them sees no difference. Only Dallas and Austin realize they have
switched. Now Austin must handle the office for Dallas and Dallas must spend the day
getting ready for the upcoming drag contest with the help of Austin's sidekick Jackie. What
starts off as a serious and somber scenario of family relations turns into a fantasy of hilarious
proportions. The hilarity reaches new heights when evening comes and Austin has to go
home to Dallas's wife who is hot and ready to start making a family with him. And Dallas has
to now go on stage in drag and perform for Austin! How far will they go? Mayhem back stage
and mayhem in the bedroom merge into one crazy climax!      Pete Stringfellow; Jacob Ellis;
Blake Fiegert; Gretta Sosine; Joseph Nelson
 
11/28/17           810162030742  Coming Back To The Hoop     2017     43 years ago, Jane Pittman, a
promising basketball star at her small town high school, ran off the court during a holiday
tournament game. She just broke down. Basketball meant everything to her. She was
destined for greatness and determined to lead her team to the conference championship.
What Jane didn't know at the time was that this episode was the first of many panic attacks
that would change the trajectory of her life. Basketball was no longer possible, so she
thought. When Jane stumbles across the NOVA United Senior Women's Basketball
Association at age 57, she is both intrigued and skeptical. Senior women playing basketball?
Three on three half-court basketball? How boring! But when Mary Lou, a 74-year-old widow,
invites her to shoot a few baskets, old passions are reignited. If a housewife who never
played basketball until her 70's can do this, Jane surely can too. Jane is determined to play
again. What she never expected to find was a passionate group of senior adults who had
decided to "wear out, before we rust out". Coming Back to the Hoop is a film about the
transformative power of basketball and the healing it brings when you connect with
something larger than yourself and then give yourself over to the team. Jane Pitman

 



Quick Reference Coming Attractions & New
Releases from Allied Vaughn

   

 
   

TBD    888574594534    Justice League [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo Pack]    2017  
 Warner
02/20/2018    767685157275    The Christmas Pageant [DVD]    2011    Cinedigm
01/30/2018    767685156582    A Dash of Love    2017    Cinedigm
01/23/2018    888574587246    Geostorm [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo Pack]    2017  
 Warner



01/16/2018    888574587239    Blade Runner 2049 [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo Pack]  
 2017    Warner
12/26/2017    191329025840    The Paper [Blu-ray]    1994    Universal Studios
12/26/2017    191329025857    Fletch Lives [Blu-ray]    1989    Universal Studios
12/26/2017    191329025864    For Richer or Poorer [Blu-ray]    1997    Universal Studios
12/26/2017    191329025871    Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid [Blu-ray]    1982    Universal Studios
12/22/2017    810162031138    God Is Alive    2018    Alchemy Werks, LTD
12/22/2017    810162031145    Discovering Bigfoot    2018    Alchemy Werks, LTD
12/22/2017    810162031152    666 Salem Calling    2018    Alchemy Werks, LTD
12/19/2017    888574551483    The LEGO Ninjago Movie [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo
Pack]    2017    Warner
12/19/2017    818522019963    Big Bear    2017    Blue Fox Entertainment
12/12/2017    826663179002    Laramie: Season One    2017    Cinedigm
12/12/2017    826663178975    Wagon Train: Season Three    2017    Cinedigm
12/12/2017    767685155769    They Call It Myanmar    2012    Cinedigm
12/12/2017    767685153819    Love By Chance    2016    Cinedigm
12/12/2017    767685157169    Angels and Ornaments    2014    Cinedigm
12/12/2017    767685157176    Christmas With Tucker    2013    Cinedigm
12/12/2017    767685155455    El Hotel De Los Secretos: Primera Temporada    2016    Cinedigm
12/12/2017    888574558680    Mommy Dead and Dearest    2017    Warner
12/12/2017    888608667791    The Spearhead Effect    2017    The Orchard
12/12/2017    810162031473    Bread and Butter    2015    thisismyproof, LLC
12/12/2017    810162031480    Bread and Butter    2015    thisismyproof, LLC
12/12/2017    191091547014    Chicago: The Terry Kath Experience - Special Edition    2016  
 FilmRise
12/12/2017    191091547021    Chicago: The Terry Kath Experience - Special Edition [Blu-ray]  
 2016    FilmRise
12/12/2017    888608667777    F the Prom    2017    The Orchard
12/12/2017    888608667784    Sundowners    2017    The Orchard
12/06/2017    818522014272    Del Shores: My Sordid Life [Blu-ray]    2011    FilmRise
12/05/2017    191091537954    The Truth is in the Stars [Blu-ray]    2017    FilmRise
12/05/2017    866069000401    Revenge In Kind  [Blu-ray]    2017    Pono Productions
12/05/2017    191091537947    The Truth is in the Stars    2017    FilmRise
12/05/2017    888608667753    People You May Know    2017    The Orchard
12/05/2017    888608667760    Active Adults    2017    The Orchard
12/05/2017    888574524456    Alice: The Complete Sixth Season    1981    Warner
12/05/2017    888574564797    Lookin' To Get Out: Extended Version    1982    Warner
12/05/2017    888574564810    Monkey Trouble    1994    Warner
12/05/2017    888574564858    The Sea Inside    2004    Warner
12/05/2017    888574564889    Towelhead    2007    Warner
12/05/2017    888574566722    Saving Grace    2000    Warner
12/05/2017    888574564865    Silk    2007    Warner
12/05/2017    888574551346    Auntie Mame    1958    Warner
12/05/2017    888574551353    Birdman & The Galaxy Trio: The Complete Series    1967  
 Warner
12/05/2017    888574551414    Space Ghost & Dino Boy: The Complete Series    1966    Warner

Allied Vaughn's AV MOD Gallery Studio Partners




